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I. INTRODUCTION

Following the discovery of a new particle with a mass of 125 GeV by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [1,2], there has been an extensive effort to measure its properties and compare them with theoretical predictions for the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson [3–9]. Precise measurements of the Higgs boson couplings to other SM particles provide insight into the nature of electroweak symmetry breaking since the values of the couplings are determined by the underlying symmetry-breaking mechanism. The SM Higgs boson production rates and branching ratios are determined by the values of these couplings, and deviations from the predicted values may indicate new particles or forces beyond the Standard Model. The dominant decay of the SM Higgs boson is into $b\bar{b}$, but the measurement of Higgs bosons in this decay mode is challenging because the dominant production mechanisms—gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) and vector-boson fusion (VBF)—yield leading-order final states containing only jets. These hadronic final states are difficult to distinguish from nonresonant $b$-quark production, which has a much larger production rate. Most previous measurements of $H \to b\bar{b}$ decays were made with the relatively rare process of Higgs boson production in association with a leptonically decaying vector boson ($VH$, where $V$ denotes a $W$ or $Z$ boson). The combined result for a Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV from the CDF and D0 experiments is a signal strength $\mu = \sigma/\sigma_{\text{SM}} = 1.9 \pm 0.8$ with a $2.8 \sigma$ signal significance [10]. This was followed by measurements with higher significance from ATLAS of $\mu = 0.90 \pm 0.27$ at $3.6 \sigma$ [11] and CMS of $\mu = 1.1 \pm 0.3$ at $3.8 \sigma$ [12].

The VBF process, $pp \to q\bar{q}H$, in which the Higgs boson is accompanied by two light-flavor quarks separated by a large rapidity gap, provides a striking experimental signature for distinguishing Higgs boson production from backgrounds. A measurement of $H \to b\bar{b}$ decay in VBF production mode provides information that is complementary to the measurement in $VH$ production mode. The expected production rate $\sigma_{\text{VBF}} \times B(H \to b\bar{b})$ is $2.2$ pb [13–19] at the center-of-mass energy $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV. Using data collected at $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of $20.2$ fb$^{-1}$, the ATLAS experiment set a 95% confidence level (C.L.) limit on the production rate of $4.4$ times the expected production rate from a VBF-dominated sample with a signal strength $\mu = -0.8 \pm 2.3$ times the predicted value [20]. The CMS Collaboration used approximately $20$ fb$^{-1}$ of $8$ TeV data to measure a signal strength $\mu = 2.8^{+1.6}_{-1.4}$ corresponding to an observed significance of $2.2\sigma$ [21].

This article reports the results from a set of complementary search channels sensitive to SM Higgs boson production through VBF with decay into $b\bar{b}$. Two of the search channels focus on the process $q\bar{q}H(\to b\bar{b})$ [Fig. 1(a)] with central and forward jets. They are collectively referred to as the all-hadronic channels because their event selection uses jets only. The third channel focuses on Higgs boson production in association with a high-momentum photon, $q\bar{q}H(\to b\bar{b})\gamma$ [Fig. 1(b)] and is referred to as the photon channel. The presence of an associated photon suppresses the gluon-rich dominant
nearly forward-backward symmetric cylindrical geometry and pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle \( \theta = \eta \) to the center of the LHC ring, and the interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector.

In all three channels, the signal events are characterized by two central \( b \)-jets from the decay of a Higgs boson and two light-quark jets with a large rapidity gap between them (VBF jets). Kinematic properties of the events are used as inputs to boosted decision trees (BDT) trained to classify events as signal-like or background-like. Backgrounds include contributions from nonresonant jet pairs and from resonant production of Z bosons. The signal is extracted from a simultaneous fit to the di-\( b \)-jet invariant mass (\( m_{bb} \)) distribution in several regions defined by the BDT discriminant output value. Nonresonant \( b\bar{b}jj \) background and \( Z (\gamma) + \) jets background are estimated separately from the fit in each signal region. Both the inclusive Higgs boson production and the VBF production are measured and presented. The all-hadronic channels are sensitive to ggF as well as VBF, but the photon channel is sensitive to VBF only.

II. ATLAS DETECTOR

ATLAS [24] is a multipurpose particle detector with a forward-backward symmetric cylindrical geometry and nearly 4\( \pi \) coverage in solid angle.\(^1\) The interaction point is surrounded by inner tracking devices, a calorimeter system, and a muon spectrometer.

The inner detector provides precision tracking of charged particles for pseudorapidities \( |\eta| < 2.5 \) and is surrounded by a superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T magnetic field. The inner detector consists of silicon pixel and microstrip detectors and a transition radiation tracker.

\(^1\)ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the center of the detector and the \( z \) axis along the beam pipe. The \( x \) axis points from the IP to the center of the LHC ring, and the \( y \) axis points upward. Cylindrical coordinates \((r, \phi)\) are used in the transverse plane, \( \phi \) being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle \( \theta \) as \( \eta = -\ln(\tan(\theta/2)) \).

One significant upgrade for the \( \sqrt{s} = 13 \) TeV run is the insertable B-layer [25], a new pixel layer close to the interaction point. It provides high-resolution hits at a small radius to improve tracking performance.

In the pseudorapidity region \( |\eta| < 3.2 \), high-granularity lead/liquid-argon (LAr) electromagnetic (EM) sampling calorimeters are used to measure EM showers from photons and electrons. An iron/scintillator tile calorimeter measures hadron energies for \( |\eta| < 1.7 \). The endcap and forward regions, spanning \( 1.5 < |\eta| < 4.9 \), are also instrumented with LAr calorimeters for both the EM and hadronic measurements.

The muon spectrometer consists of a large barrel and two endcap superconducting toroid magnets with eight coils each, a system of trigger chambers, and precision tracking chambers providing triggering and tracking capabilities for muons in the ranges \( |\eta| < 2.4 \) and \( |\eta| < 2.7 \), respectively.

A two-level trigger system selects events. The first-level trigger (L1), implemented in hardware, is followed by the software-based high-level trigger, which runs offline reconstruction and calibration software reducing the event rate to less than 1 kHz.

III. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND SIMULATION

Simulated events are used for signal modeling, BDT training, and background shape determination. The signal models include both the Higgs boson VBF and ggF production contributions, as well as the small contribution from associated production with top quarks (\( t\bar{t}H \)) and vector bosons (\( VH \)). Simulated all-hadronic signal events were generated at next-to-leading order in QCD with POWHEG-BOX v2 [26–28], using the CT10 parton distribution functions (PDFs) [29] and PYTHIA 8.212 [30] for parton showering and fragmentation with the AZNLO tuned parameter set [31]. Contributions from \( VH \) and \( t\bar{t}H \) production were modeled by PYTHIA 8.212, using the NNPDF PDF [32], and with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO v2.2.2 [33] showers with Herwig++ 2.7.1 [34] and using the NLO CT10 PDF, respectively. Simulated \( Z + \) jets events from strong and electroweak production were
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FIG. 1. Representative Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via vector-boson fusion (a) without and (b) with an associated photon. The photon in the right-hand figure may be radiated from any quark leg or charged vector boson.
generated separately at leading order (LO) plus two partons with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO v2.2.3 using the NNPDF PDFs and interfaced to PYTHIA 8.205 with the A14 set of tuned parameters [35] for the underlying-event description. The nonresonant backgrounds in the all-hadronic channels are derived exclusively from the data.

In the photon channel, both the $jj\gamma b\bar{b}$ final-state signal and background events were generated at LO with MADGRAPH5_aMC@NLO v2.2.3 using the PDF4LHC_nlo_mc PDFs [36] and interfaced to PYTHIA 8.212 with the A14 tuned parameter set. The $VH$ and $t\bar{t}H$ signals were modeled using the same samples as the all-hadronic channels. Background events containing two $b$-quarks from the decay of a $Z$ boson, a photon, and two additional jets were generated separately for strong and electroweak processes. Nonresonant $\gamma$ + jets simulation events were generated by requiring the same final state as the signal and $Z + \gamma$ background events but excluding diagrams containing on-shell Higgs or $Z$ bosons. The nonresonant $\gamma$ + jets simulation sample is only used in BDT training, while the nonresonant background shape and normalization are obtained from a fit to the $m_{bb}$ data distribution in signal regions (Sec. IX).

Multiple $pp$ collisions were simulated with the soft QCD processes of PYTHIA 8.186 [37] using the A2 tuned parameter set [38] and the MSTW2008LO PDFs [39]. These additional interactions were overlaid on the hard-scatter interaction of the signal and background samples according to the luminosity profile of the recorded data to model contributions from $pp$ interactions in both the same bunch crossing and neighboring bunch crossings (pileup). The response of the ATLAS detector to the generated events was then modeled using full simulation software [40] based on GEANT 4 [41], except for the $Z(b\bar{b}) + \text{jets}$ events, which were passed through a fast simulation where the full calorimeter simulation is replaced by a parametrization of shower shapes [42].

IV. DATA SETS AND OBJECT RECONSTRUCTION

This analysis uses LHC $pp$ collision data at a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV collected between September 2015 and October 2016. The data set corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 24.5 $fb^{-1}$ for the all-hadronic channels and 30.6 $fb^{-1}$ for the photon channel. The difference in luminosity between the channels is due to limited availability of the triggers for the all-hadronic channels during some periods of the data-taking. The trigger requirements are described in Sec. V. Detector quality requirements are applied to ensure that the selected events are well measured. Events are selected using the properties of jets and photons that are reconstructed as described briefly below.

Jets are reconstructed from topological calorimeter-cell clusters calibrated to the EM scale. These clusters are inputs to the anti-$k_t$ jet reconstruction algorithm [43] with a radius parameter of $R = 0.4$. A likelihood-based discriminant, the jet vertex tagger [44], is applied to jets with transverse momenta $p_T < 60$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.4$ to suppress jets originating from pileup vertices. The energy of a jet is corrected using scale factors derived from both the simulated events and an in situ, data-based calibration [45] comparing the $p_T$ balance between a jet and a reference object, such as a $Z$ boson, a photon, or a multijet system for various jet-$p_T$ ranges. In addition, a pileup subtraction algorithm is applied to reduce pileup contributions to the calorimeter-based jet energy.

A flavor-tagging algorithm MV2c10 [46,47] tags jets containing $b$-hadrons within the acceptance of the inner detector $(|\eta| < 2.5)$ using log-likelihood ratios from three-dimensional impact parameter significance distributions, secondary vertex information, and the jet $p_T$ and $\eta$. This information is input to a BDT that calculates the final discriminant. Three different flavor-tagging operating points are used, corresponding to $b$-tagging efficiencies of 70%, 77%, and 85%, respectively, as measured in simulated $t\bar{t}$ events for jets having $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$ [48]. The $c$-jet misidentification efficiencies are measured to be 8.2%, 16%, and 32%, respectively, and the light jet misidentification efficiencies are measured to be 0.3%, 0.7%, and 3.0%, respectively. Scale factors are applied to each selected $b$-tagged jet to account for the $b$-, $c$- and light-jet flavor-tagging performance differences between data and simulation. Because the invariant mass $m_{bb}$ is an important discriminant against the nonresonant background, additional energy corrections are applied to $b$-jets after the jet selection and generic energy calibration. These additional corrections account for semileptonic decays and resolution effects such as energy losses outside of the jet cone [11]. After these corrections, the full width at half maximum for the signal dijet invariant mass distribution, $m_{bb}$, is 22 GeV for the all-hadronic channels and 27 GeV for the photon channel. The difference is due to the different kinematic requirements for the jets.

Photon reconstruction [49] is seeded from clusters of energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter. The initial selection based on loose criteria uses shower shapes in the second layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter and the energy deposits in the hadronic calorimeter. The tight identification adds information from the finely segmented first layer of the calorimeter, which provides good rejection of hadronic jets in which a neutral meson carries most of the jet energy. Clusters without any matching track or conversion vertex are classified as unconverted photon candidates. Clusters with a matching vertex reconstructed from one or two tracks are converted photon candidates. Both the converted and unconverted photon candidates with transverse energy $E_T > 30$ GeV in the pseudorapidity ranges $|\eta| < 1.37$ or $1.52 < |\eta| < 2.37$ are used. The range $1.37 < |\eta| < 1.52$ is excluded because it is the gap between the barrel and endcap sections of the calorimeter. To further suppress hadronic background from jets and neutral pions,
an isolation requirement is applied to the photon candidates. The calorimeter isolation variable $E_T^{\text{iso}}$ is the sum of the transverse energy of three-dimensional positive-energy topological clusters [50] reconstructed in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters in a cone of size $\Delta R = \sqrt{(\Delta \phi)^2 + (\Delta \eta)^2} = 0.4$ around the photon candidate, where the $\Delta \eta \times \Delta \phi$ region of size $0.125 \times 0.175$ around the photon cluster’s centroid is excluded. The isolation requirement, which depends explicitly on the photon transverse energy $E_T$, is $E_T^{\text{iso}} < 2.45$ GeV + 0.022 × $E_T$. This requirement provides a signal efficiency around 98% over the $E_T$ range expected for the photon channel.

Electrons are reconstructed [51] with a sliding-window algorithm based on the clusters of energy deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter and matched to the tracks from the inner detector. Electron candidates must satisfy the tight likelihood-based electron identification criteria [52], which combine the requirements of calorimeter shower shape, track-to-cluster association, and associated track qualities. Identified electrons are required to pass track- and calorimeter-based isolation requirements and to have $E_T > 27$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.47$. The track-based isolation requirement is a function of the electron $p_T$ and is based on the other tracks around the electron-associated track within a variable cone size up to $\Delta R = 0.2$. The calorimeter-based isolation criterion requires the sum of transverse energies of clusters not associated with an electron candidate within a cone of $\Delta R = 0.2$ around the electron track to be smaller than 3.5 GeV.

Muons are reconstructed [53] by combining the inner detector and muon spectrometer measurements up to $|\eta| = 2.5$. Muon candidates are required to have $p_T > 25$ GeV and satisfy the medium muon identification criteria [53]. Identified muons must pass an isolation selection requiring the sum of transverse momenta of tracks within a cone of $\Delta R = 0.2$ around the muon track, excluding the muon candidate, to be smaller than 1.25 GeV.

Double-counting of photons, leptons, and jets is avoided by applying an overlap removal algorithm based on the $\Delta R$ distance metric. First, jets within $\Delta R = 0.2$ of any identified photons, muons or electrons are removed. Then, any photons, muons and electrons that lie $0.2 < \Delta R < 0.4$ from the jet axis are removed. Finally, photons within $\Delta R = 0.4$ of an identified muon are removed, and electrons within $\Delta R = 0.4$ of an identified photon are removed.

V. EVENT SELECTION

The event selection targets three distinct final-state topologies: two all-hadronic channels and the photon channel. The selection criteria are matched to a set of dedicated trigger algorithms used to identify events compatible with VBF $H \to b\bar{b}$ production. In the following, the central region corresponds to $|\eta| < 2.8$, and the forward regions correspond to the range $3.2 < |\eta| < 4.4$. The channel definitions are as follows:

(i) two-central: at least one VBF jet is required to be in the forward region, and both $b$-tagged jets from the Higgs boson decay are in the central region,

(ii) four-central: both VBF jets and both $b$-tagged jets from the Higgs boson decay are found in the central region of the detector, and

(iii) photon: a photon and both $b$-tagged jets from the Higgs boson decay are found in the central region and both VBF jets are within the detector acceptance.

The selected events for the two all-hadronic channels are mutually exclusive. The small overlap between the photon and all-hadronic channels is removed with an explicit veto of any data events in the all-hadronic selection passing the photon selection. The 0.5% overlap in the simulated signal sample is ignored.

A. Two-central channel trigger and event selection

The two-central channel requires a central jet with $E_T > 40$ GeV, another central jet with $E_T > 25$ GeV, and a forward jet with $E_T > 20$ GeV to pass the L1 trigger.

In the high-level trigger, one central $b$-tagged jet [54] at the 70% $b$-tagging efficiency working point with $E_T > 80$ GeV, another central $b$-tagged jet at the 85% $b$-tagging efficiency working point with $E_T > 60$ GeV, and a forward jet with $E_T$ at least 45 GeV are required. The same $b$-tagging algorithm is used in the online selection as in the offline selection.

Selected events must have at least four offline reconstructed jets with $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 4.4$. Among the selected jets, at least one jet must have $p_T > 95$ GeV, have $|\eta| < 2.4$, and pass the 70% $b$-tagging efficiency working point requirement. The $|\eta|$ requirement is narrower than the nominal requirement for $b$-tagging ($|\eta| < 2.5$) for comparison with a supporting trigger used for validation. At least one additional jet is required to pass the 85% $b$-tagging efficiency working point selection and have $p_T > 70$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.5$. Finally, events are required to have at least one forward jet with $p_T > 60$ GeV. These thresholds were determined by the efficiency plateau of the trigger-jet transverse-energy requirements. The two highest-$p_T$ $b$-tagged jets are chosen to form the Higgs boson candidate. Among the remaining jets, the two jets with highest invariant mass including at least one forward jet are designated as the VBF jets.

B. Four-central channel trigger and event selection

The four-central channel requires four central jets to pass the L1 trigger with $E_T > 15$ GeV.

The requirements of the high-level trigger varied during the course of data-taking. In the first half, events were required to have two $b$-tagged jets with $E_T > 45$ GeV passing the 70% efficiency working point requirements for the trigger $b$-tagging algorithm. In the second half, the
trigger's jet $E_T$ thresholds were changed to 35 GeV and the $b$-tagging algorithm was tightened to operate at 60% efficiency to achieve an overall lower rate of events passing the high-level trigger.

The selected events are required to have at least four jets reconstructed with offline algorithms with $p_T > 55$ GeV and $|\eta| < 2.8$ to match the trigger requirements. At least two jets must pass the 70% $b$-tagging efficiency working point requirement. All $b$-tagged jets must be within the acceptance of the inner detector ($|\eta| < 2.5$). The two highest-$p_T$ $b$-tagged jets form the Higgs boson candidate. Among the remaining jets, the pair of non-$b$-tagged jets with highest invariant mass is taken as the VBF jet pair. Finally, events containing at least one forward jet with $p_T > 60$ GeV are removed to avoid overlap with the two-central channel.

C. Photon channel trigger and event selection

The photon channel requires a photon to pass the L1 trigger with $E_T > 22$ GeV. In the high-level trigger, a photon with $E_T > 25$ GeV is required in addition to at least four jets with $E_T > 35$ GeV and $|\eta| < 4.9$, and at least one dijet pair with invariant mass greater than 700 GeV. For the first half of the data-taking, no online $b$-tagging requirements were applied; for the second half, which had increased instantaneous luminosity, at least one jet is required to be $b$-tagged at the 77% efficiency working point.

The event selection for the photon channel requires a photon with $E_T > 30$ GeV in the calorimeter regions $|\eta| < 1.37$ or $1.52 < |\eta| < 2.37$. Events must have at least four jets, all satisfying $p_T > 40$ GeV and $|\eta| < 4.4$, with at least two jets in $|\eta| < 2.5$ passing the 77% $b$-tagging efficiency working point requirement. The two highest-$p_T$ $b$-tagged jets are taken to be the signal jets of the Higgs boson decay. Among the remaining jets, the pair with the highest invariant mass is chosen to be the VBF jet pair. The invariant mass of the VBF jets is required to be at least 800 GeV so that the trigger requirement imposed on the invariant mass is fully efficient.

D. The $bb$-system $p_T$ requirement

The jet $p_T$ thresholds in the trigger and the offline selection sculpt the $m_{bb}$ distribution. To remove this sculpting, which could bias the final $m_{bb}$ fit, the $bb$-system $p_T$ in
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the two-central, four-central, and photon channels is required to be larger than 150, 160, and 80 GeV, respectively.

The full event selection, including the trigger requirements and offline requirements, is summarized in Table I.

VI. MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

After the event selection requirements are applied, a set of BDTs classify events as being signal-like or background-like [55,56]. A separate BDT is trained for each channel with the AdaBoost [57] algorithm. Each BDT discriminant is constructed from a set of variables to maximize the separation between the signal and the dominant backgrounds. The discriminant is then used to define event categories of varying signal purity.

Since the observed signal is extracted from the $m_{bb}$ spectrum, the input variables for each BDT are chosen to have low correlation with the $bb$ invariant mass to prevent sculpting of the distribution. The number of input variables is minimized by excluding variables that give only marginal performance improvement. The following input variables are used for all channels, with $j1$ and $j2$ denoting the leading and sub-leading $p_T$ VBF jets and with $b1$ and $b2$ denoting leading and subleading $p_T$ Higgs boson b-jet candidates:

(i) $m_{jj}$: the invariant mass of the VBF jet pair.
(ii) $p_T^{jj}$: the transverse momentum of the VBF jet pair.
(iii) $N_{tj}^{b1}, N_{tj}^{b2}$: the number of tracks with $p_T > 0.5$ GeV in the VBF jets, $j1$ and $j2$. This variable discriminates between gluon jets, which are more abundant in the background processes, and light-quark jets, which are present in the signal. The variable is only used for jets with $|\eta| < 2.5$.
(iv) $p_T^{balance}$: the ratio of the vectorial and scalar sums of the jet (and photon, if applicable) transverse momenta,

\[
\left| \frac{\vec{p}_T(j1) + \vec{p}_T(j2) + \vec{p}_T(b1) + \vec{p}_T(b2)}{p_T(j1) + p_T(j2) + p_T(b1) + p_T(b2)} \right|
\]

This variable discriminates between electroweak signal processes, which typically are balanced, and multijet QCD events, which are less balanced.
(v) $\cos \theta$: cosine of the angle between the normal directions of the planes spanned by the VBF jet pair and signal b-jet pair in the center-of-mass frame of the $jjbb$ system, which is related to the angular dynamics of the production mechanism.

In addition to these common variables, the two-central and four-central channel BDTs include the following input variables:

(i) $\max(\eta) \equiv \max(|\eta_{j1}|, |\eta_{j2}|)$: the maximum absolute value of the VBF jet pseudorapidity.
(ii) $\eta' = \frac{1}{2}(|\eta_{j1}| + |\eta_{j2}| - |\eta_{b1}| + |\eta_{b2}|)$: the average pseudorapidity difference between VBF and signal jets. This variable discriminates between QCD multijet events, which have no average pseudorapidity difference, and VBF processes, where the VBF jets are on average more forward than the signal jets.
(iii) $\min \Delta R(j1)$: minimum angular separation between the leading VBF jet and the closest jet with $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 4.4$ which is not a signal or VBF jet.
(iv) $\min \Delta R(j2)$: minimum angular separation between the subleading VBF jet and the closest jet with $p_T > 20$ GeV and $|\eta| < 4.4$ which is not a signal or VBF jet.
(v) $\Delta m_{jj}$: the difference in the invariant mass of the VBF jet pair and the largest invariant mass of any jet pair in the event, excluding the two jets forming the Higgs boson candidate.

The photon channel BDT includes the following variables in addition to the common variables:

(i) $\Delta R(b1, \gamma)$, $\Delta R(b2, \gamma)$: angular separation between the signal b-jets and the photon.
(ii) $\Delta \eta_{jj}$: $\eta$ separation between the VBF jets.
(iii) $\text{centrality}(\gamma, jj)$: centrality of the photon relative to the VBF jets:

\[
\text{centrality}(\gamma, jj) = \frac{y - \frac{y_1 + y_2}{2}}{y_1 - y_2},
\]

where $y$ is the rapidity.
(iv) $\Delta \phi(bb, jj)$: azimuthal angle between the VBF jet pair and the signal b-jet pair.

The training signal samples are the VBF signal simulation samples described in Sec. III. For the two-central and four-central channel BDTs, the training background sample is a set of data events in the mass sidebands $80$ GeV $< m_{bb} < 100$ GeV and $150$ GeV $< m_{bb} < 190$ GeV. Events from $Z +$ jets production are not removed; however, they contribute 2(3)% to the low mass sideband for the two (four)-central channel. Because data from the sidebands are used as the training sample for the hadronic channels, a three-fold validation of the BDT training is performed to verify possible overtraining. The signal and background samples are randomly divided into three equal subsets which are then each used to train the BDT while the other two subsets are used for testing. Equal discriminating power is found across all subsets. The effect of potential bias on the $m_{bb}$ distribution from overtraining was checked by repeating the analysis in the training and validation sets. Additionally, Asimov data sets were produced by reweighting the sidebands to the observed difference in the ratio of events in the training and validation samples for each region. Observed biases in these tests were negligible compared to the total statistical error on the signal. In the photon channel, there are not enough data events to form a training sample, so the nonresonant $\gamma +$ jets simulation sample is used as the background training sample. The entire set of events is split into two samples for training and evaluation. To validate the modeling of the nonresonant
QCD background, the simulated events are compared with the data events in the mass sidebands ($m_{bb} < 100$ GeV and $m_{bb} > 140$ GeV). Correction functions are applied to reweight some of the kinematic distributions ($\Delta\eta_{jj}$, $p_{T}^{jj}$, $p_{T}^{\text{balance}}$, and minimum of $\Delta R(b_1, \gamma)$ and $\Delta R(b_2, \gamma)$) to improve the overall modeling by the nonresonant QCD simulation sample. The reweighting process is performed iteratively. The correction function is determined for the kinematic distribution of one of the input variables. This function is then applied back to the nonresonant $\gamma + \text{jets}$ simulation sample to reweight the kinematic distribution of the input variable that the correction function is determined for. At the same time, the kinematic distributions of other input variables correlated with this input variable also show improved agreement with the data after the reweighting. The distributions of the other uncorrelated input variables are not affected by the reweighting. The process is repeated to reweight the other three kinematic variables.

The BDT responses for the signal and background samples are shown in Fig. 2. The output discriminant from each BDT is used to define several signal regions (SR). The two-central channel has two regions, the four-central has four regions, and the photon channel has three regions as summarized in Table II. The four-central channel does not include the full BDT range in the set of signal regions because including events with lower BDT response did not improve the significance of the result. These region definitions are optimized for sensitivity to the Higgs boson signal while limiting the maximum experimental uncertainty of the $Z$ boson contribution in any signal region to less than 1.5 times the Standard Model $Z$ boson prediction.

**TABLE II.** Criteria for the BDT responses used to define the signal regions (SR) for the three channels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>SR IV</th>
<th>SR III</th>
<th>SR II</th>
<th>SR I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Four-central</td>
<td>(0.002, 0.015)</td>
<td>(0.015, 0.026)</td>
<td>(0.026, 0.033)</td>
<td>&gt; 0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-central</td>
<td>$&lt; -0.006$</td>
<td>$\geq -0.006$</td>
<td>$-0.05, 0.30$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photon</td>
<td>$&lt; -0.05$</td>
<td>$[-0.05, 0.30]$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.30$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The requirement on the precision of the $Z$ boson contribution is necessary because this contribution is a parameter in the fit and the signal regions must be large enough to ensure it is well measured.

**VII. BACKGROUND AND SIGNAL MODELING**

The main sources of background contributing to the final-state signatures are divided into two groups: processes with decay of a massive particle into $b$-tagged jet pairs and processes with nonresonant $b$-tagged jet pairs. The resonant backgrounds are dominated by $Z(\gamma') +$ jets, with small contributions from $W(\gamma') +$ jets. The nonresonant backgrounds are dominated by multijet ($\gamma$) production, with small contributions from $t\bar{t}$ ($\gamma$) and single-top events. For all of the backgrounds, $b$-tagged jets may correspond to true $b$-jets or to misidentified $c$-jets, $\tau$-jets, or light-flavor jets. Both the background and signal $m_{bb}$ shapes are parametrized with functions that are derived differently depending on whether they arise from a resonant or nonresonant process. The contributions from $Z(\gamma') +$ jets and multijet ($\gamma$) production background processes are derived from fits to the $m_{bb}$ data distribution using template distributions or analytical functions constructed from sideband data regions or simulation samples. The contributions from other background processes are estimated from simulations.

The Higgs boson and $Z \rightarrow b\bar{b}$ resonance shapes are parametrized with histogrammed Bukin functions [58] (two-central and four-central channels) or Crystal Ball functions [59,60] (photon channel). In general, the $m_{bb}$ distributions are well modeled by these functions, and a closure test performed on a representative test data set, called an Asimov data set [61], composed of these distributions plus the nonresonant background indicates no bias in the extracted signal normalization.

In all channels, the nonresonant background distributions are modeled as polynomials and derived from data. In the two-central and four-central channels, Bernstein polynomials are fit to the sidebands of the $m_{bb}$ distribution outside the signal region of $100 \text{ GeV} < m_{bb} < 140 \text{ GeV}$ for each BDT region separately. The photon channel uses a general polynomial. The $Z +$ jets contribution is subtracted using predictions from simulations; tests showed that subtracting twice the prediction does not change the chosen function for all channels, the lowest-order polynomial which satisfies basic goodness-of-fit requirements, including $\chi^2$ and $F$ tests, is chosen as a candidate. Using Asimov data sets derived from alternative background parametrizations which also satisfy these criteria in fits to the data sidebands, an additional function-selection criterion is applied to ensure that the chosen function candidate does not create any significant spurious signal. This criterion is that any function which induces a spurious Higgs boson signal contribution with an absolute signal strength of one or larger in these Asimov data sets is discarded. This requirement minimizes the possibility that the chosen function could generate a signal. The alternative functions used include a product of Bernstein polynomials and exponential functions, as well as a sum of exponential functions. A third-order Bernstein polynomial is the lowest-order polynomial which satisfies these criteria for the two-central and four-central channel regions, except SR IV of the four-central channel, which requires a fourth-order Bernstein polynomial. The photon channel uses a second-order polynomial.

The $Z(\rightarrow b\bar{b}) +$ jets contribution plays an important role in the fit procedure because it contributes to the low $m_{bb}$ sideband and affects the continuum background determination. Studies have shown that typical methods of estimating uncertainties for a leading-order $Z +$ jets simulation may not be appropriate in the regions of phase space used in this analysis, including high-$p_T$ boson production with widely separated jets [62]. Therefore, its normalization is allowed to float independently in each BDT region. In the two-central and four-central channels, the low mass sideband extends only to 80 GeV due to the trigger thresholds. Therefore, it does not provide a strong constraint on the $Z(\rightarrow b\bar{b}) +$ jets contribution, and consequently the determination of this background contributes significantly to the overall uncertainty. In the photon channel, the sidebands extend to 50 GeV, allowing the fit to provide a strong constraint on the $Z(\rightarrow b\bar{b}) +$ jets contribution.

A summary of the estimated number of signal events in the Higgs boson mass window of $100 \text{ GeV} < m_{bb} < 140 \text{ GeV}$ is given in Table III. There is up to a 60% contribution of $ggF$ events to the Higgs boson signal in the all-hadronic channels in the least sensitive signal regions and up to a 20% contribution in the photon channel.

| Table III. Expected numbers of signal events within the Higgs boson mass window of $100 \text{ GeV} < m_{bb} < 140 \text{ GeV}$ estimated from simulations. Statistical uncertainties are shown for the predictions from simulations. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Channel | Two-central | | Four-central | | | Photon | |
| Region | SR I | SR II | SR I | SR II | SR III | SR IV | SR I | SR II | SR III |
| VBF | $101.2 \pm 2.0$ | $22.2 \pm 0.9$ | $51.6 \pm 1.1$ | $28.4 \pm 0.9$ | $43.1 \pm 1.0$ | $41.9 \pm 1.1$ | $6.2 \pm 0.1$ | $5.5 \pm 0.1$ | $2.3 \pm 0.1$ |
| $ggF$ | $23.8 \pm 2.6$ | $75.7 \pm 6.1$ | $11.3 \pm 2.2$ | $13.2 \pm 1.5$ | $43.4 \pm 3.8$ | $127.0 \pm 6.5$ | $0.5 \pm 0.2$ | $0.3 \pm 0.1$ | $0.8 \pm 0.3$ |
| VH | $0.2 \pm 0.2$ | $6.0 \pm 1.2$ | $1.2 \pm 0.9$ | $0.7 \pm 0.3$ | $3.9 \pm 0.8$ | $28.9 \pm 2.6$ | $< 0.1$ | $< 0.1$ | $< 0.1$ |
| $t\bar{t}H$ | $2.0 \pm 0.2$ | $14.6 \pm 0.7$ | $0.3 \pm 0.1$ | $1.0 \pm 0.1$ | $5.7 \pm 0.3$ | $20.2 \pm 0.5$ | $< 0.1$ | $< 0.1$ | $0.4 \pm 0.1$ |
VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The systematic uncertainties for the background and signal expectations are divided into experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The uncertainties discussed below affect only the simulation-based signal and background predictions. They do not affect the nonresonant background estimates because those estimates are derived from data. All uncertainties are propagated to the BDT input variables and then to the final likelihood fits, with the exception of the luminosity uncertainty, which is taken as a constant uncertainty. In the likelihood fits for signal extraction, the uncertainties affect only the simulation-based signal and background predictions. They do not affect the nonresonant background estimates because those estimates are derived from data. All predictions are divided into experimental and theoretical uncertainties. The uncertainties discussed below are treated as correlated between the two.

A. Experimental uncertainties

The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 2.2% for the all-hadronic channels and 2.1% for the photon channel with the difference due to the small difference in luminosity between the channels. It is derived, following a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [63] from a calibration of the luminosity scale using $x$-$y$ beam-separation scans performed in August 2015 and May 2016. This systematic uncertainty is applied to all physics processes estimated with simulation samples.

The most prominent sources of jet-related uncertainty are the uncertainties in the jet energy scale (JES) and jet energy resolution (JER). The JES uncertainty is determined primarily by using $Z$, photon, and multijet $p_T$-balancing techniques in data [45]. The per-jet uncertainty in the energy scale varies from approximately 1% to 5% for the jets considered in this analysis. The systematic uncertainties of the additional energy corrections specific to $b$-jets are found to be negligible.

The JER uncertainties are also determined in situ via $Z$, photon, and dijet $p_T$-balancing techniques [45]. The systematic uncertainty due to the JER is calculated by increasing the resolution within its uncertainties, smearing the jet energy by the resulting change in resolution, and comparing the result to the nominal shape and normalization in simulation. The signal mass resolution varies by 3% to 4% due to the systematic uncertainty in the jet energy resolution.

The uncertainties related to the $b$-tagging of jets are implemented as variations of simulation correction factors (scale factors). These scale factors and their associated uncertainties are determined from data using $t\bar{t}$ events, $W+c$ and $D^*$ events, and multijet data [46,47]. The systematic uncertainties for each jet are propagated to a total event uncertainty. To simplify the computation and reduce the number of significant uncertainties, a principal-component analysis is performed over all of the contributing uncertainties to generate a reduced set of nuisance parameters. For $b$-jets, the uncertainty is approximately 2%, while it is 10% for $c$-jets and 30% for light jets. Scale factors for the online $b$-tagging algorithms and their uncertainties are derived relative to the offline algorithms and applied to $b$-jets. The uncertainties are typically 2%–5%.

The uncertainty due to the jet vertex tagging requirement is measured in $Z(\ell^+\ell^-)$ + 1-jet events. The uncertainty per event is less than 2% [44].

To estimate the effects of uncertainties in the number of tracks associated with a jet, tracks are removed or added according to the tracking efficiency and fake-rate estimates [64]. Uncertainties in the modeling of track multiplicity are derived from the measurement of the charged-particle multiplicity inside jets from $\sqrt{s} = 8$ TeV $pp$ collisions [65]. These effects lead to an uncertainty in the average number of charged particles associated with the jet of approximately 10%.

In the photon channel, the analysis is not highly sensitive to photon energy uncertainties, so multiple sources of electromagnetic energy scale and resolution uncertainties are combined into a set of just two parameters. The uncertainties were derived from calibration studies in data and data to simulation comparisons [66,67]. A data-driven correction is applied to account for a shift between the data and simulation distributions of the photon isolation energy. The difference between the uncorrected and corrected isolation energy is taken as a systematic uncertainty.

Systematic uncertainties from electrons and muons are negligible and hence are neglected.

B. Theoretical uncertainties

The value of the $H \to b\bar{b}$ branching ratio and its uncertainty are from the recommendations of the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group for $m_H = 125$ GeV [68] and are calculated by the HDECAY program [14]. Uncertainties in the cross section and acceptance for VBF and ggF signals due to the missing higher-order terms in perturbative QCD calculations are evaluated by varying the choice of renormalization scale and factorization scale independently by factors of 0.5 and 2.0. Specific uncertainties are applied for ggF events with additional radiation which generates a VBF-like topology. The ggF events are classified as VBF-like if they have at least two additional jets with an invariant mass greater than 400 GeV. The uncertainties in the cross section are approximately 20% in this phase space. The total cross-section and acceptance uncertainties affect the signal yields by 4–15% in the all-hadronic channels and 10%–16% in the photon channel. Uncertainties in the cross section and acceptance due to the choice of PDF are evaluated by varying the error eigenvectors of the nominal PDFs. They result in 5%–10% uncertainties in the signal yields.
The uncertainty from the parton-shower and underlying-event models is estimated by comparing the nominal sample, which uses PYTHIA 8.2 for parton showering, with an alternative sample using HERWIG 7.0 for parton-shower generation. This uncertainty is 4%–12%. These uncertainties are also propagated to the $m_{bb}$ shape.

The contributions of the $VH$ and $t\bar{t}H$ Higgs boson production modes to the all-hadronic channels’ signal regions are small in the most sensitive signal regions (0.2%–3%) and rise to 20% in the least sensitive regions. The contribution from these processes is included in the total Higgs boson yield, and 100% uncertainty is taken for their relative contribution. In the photon analysis the ggF and $t\bar{t}H$ contributions are small, and 100% uncertainty is assumed. The yield from these processes is added to the Higgs boson yields from VBF and $VH$ processes.

C. Nonresonant and $Z$ boson background uncertainties

The uncertainty due to the nonresonant background modeling is included by determining the largest spurious signal induced in Asimov data sets derived with alternative functions which describe the data sidebands equally well. These alternative functions must pass the $\chi^2$ and $F$-test as described in Sec. VII. The size of the spurious signal is taken as the uncertainty and is typically 20%–30% of the expected Higgs boson signal. This uncertainty is included in the total experimental uncertainties.

The uncertainties due to the $Z$ boson background fall into two categories. Experimental uncertainties in the observed $Z$ boson resonance shape are determined as described in Sec. VIII A. Normalization uncertainties are determined from the fit.

IX. FITS FOR HIGGS BOSON PRODUCTION

The inclusive Higgs boson signal strength $\mu_H$ and the VBF-specific strength $\mu_{VBF}$ are extracted from an extended maximum-likelihood fit to the $b$-tagged dijet invariant mass spectrum $m_{bb}$ in data. The two-central and four-central channels use a joint binned likelihood fit with a bin size of 0.5 GeV. The signal strength is common to the two channels. The photon channel, which has fewer events, uses an unbinned fit to maximize the sensitivity. The fit range is $80 \text{ GeV} < m_{bb} < 200 \text{ GeV}$ for the two-central and four-central channels and $50 \text{ GeV} < m_{bb} < 250 \text{ GeV}$ for the photon channel. The different lower mass bounds for the two fits is because the photon channel has lower jet thresholds. For the two-central and four-central channel fits, there is no benefit to extending the fit range beyond an $m_{bb}$ of 200 GeV.

In all cases, the likelihood is built from the product of Poisson probability terms across all channels and BDT regions with three contributions: nonresonant background, $Z$ boson events, and Higgs boson signal events. The parametrization of these contributions is described in Sec. VII. The likelihood includes terms for systematic uncertainties implemented as nuisance parameters. The nuisance parameters describe the systematic uncertainties discussed in Sec. VIII and are parametrized by Gaussian or log-normal priors. Each prior constrains a nuisance parameter to its nominal value within its associated uncertainty.

The strength of the Higgs boson signal, either inclusive or VBF-specific, is the parameter of interest. Other free parameters include the shape parameters of the nonresonant background and the normalizations of the nonresonant and $Z$ boson backgrounds in each region. Signal-injection tests confirmed the linearity of the fit with no bias. The
all-hadronic and photon results are also combined in a simultaneous likelihood fit with the signal strength treated as correlated across all analysis regions. In the case of the inclusive extraction of $\mu_H$, all production mechanisms (VBF, ggF, VH, and $t\bar{t}H$) are considered as signal, and their ratios are fixed to the SM predictions. In the case of the VBF-only extraction of $\mu_{VBF}$, all channels include the contributions of ggF, $t\bar{t}H$, and VH as nuisance parameters constrained to their Standard Model expectations with the uncertainties described in Sec. VIII B.

With the exception of the $b$-tagging uncertainties, the experimental uncertainties are treated as fully correlated between the channels. The $b$-tagging uncertainties for both the offline and online algorithms are taken as fully uncorrelated between different working points. Treating them as correlated or uncorrelated has no impact on the overall result or uncertainty. Theoretical uncertainties, including those in the QCD scale of the VBF process, the parton showering, the PDFs, and the $t\bar{t}H$ yield, are correlated. In general, background systematic uncertainties such as nonresonant background normalization/parametrization, $Z$ boson normalization, and spurious signals are specific to each channel and consequently not correlated. Systematic uncertainties related to the fit procedure are characterized by spurious-signal nuisance parameters. These are treated as uncorrelated across the signal regions.

The $m_{bb}$ invariant mass distributions after the combined fits are shown in Figs. 3–5 for each region and each channel. The Higgs boson signal, $Z$ boson background, and nonresonant background yields in the Higgs boson mass window of $100 \text{ GeV} < m_{bb} < 140 \text{ GeV}$ after performing the combined fit are shown in Table IV.

![Graphs showing data and fit model comparison](https://example.com/graphs)

**FIG. 4.** Data and fit model comparison for the combined profile likelihood fit for $\mu_{VBF}$ in the four-central channel signal regions. The combined fit includes all signal regions for the all-hadronic and photon channels. The fitted continuum background is shown with a dashed green line, the fitted $Z$ boson background with a dotted gray line, and the fitted Higgs boson signal with a dash-dotted red line. The total fit is displayed with a solid blue line. The bottom panels show the residuals of the data relative to the continuum background fit, along with the simulated $Z$ boson background and Higgs boson signal normalized to the fitted signal strengths. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.
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A test statistic based on the profile likelihood function is used to determine the probability that the data set is compatible with the Higgs boson signal hypothesis. Distributions of the test statistic under the signal and null (background-only) hypotheses are estimated using asymptotic approximations [61]. As no statistically significant signal is observed, the CLs technique [69] is used to derive 95% C.L. upper limits on $H \rightarrow bb$ production in both the photon channel signal regions.

**FIG. 5.** Data and fit model comparison for the combined profile likelihood fit for $\mu_{\text{VBF}}$ in the photon channel signal regions. The combined fit includes all signal regions for the all-hadronic and photon channels. The fitted continuum background is shown with a dashed green line, the fitted $Z$ boson background with a dotted gray line, and the fitted Higgs boson signal with a dash-dotted red line. The total fit is displayed with a solid blue line. The bottom panels show the residuals of the data relative to the continuum background fit, along with the simulated $Z$ boson background and Higgs boson signal normalized to the fitted signal strengths. Only statistical uncertainties are shown.

**TABLE IV.** Numbers of signal, background, and data events within the Higgs boson mass window of 100 GeV < $m_{bb}$ < 140 GeV. Signal and background yields are derived from the combined fit for the extraction of $\mu_{\text{VBF}}$. Uncertainties include both the statistical and systematic uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Two-central</th>
<th>Four-central</th>
<th>Photon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region</td>
<td>SR I</td>
<td>SR II</td>
<td>SR I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgs boson</td>
<td>340^{+120}_{-130}</td>
<td>165^{+50}_{-29}</td>
<td>16^{+60}_{-48}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z + jets ($Z\gamma$)</td>
<td>470^{+140}_{-180}</td>
<td>230^{+210}_{-230}</td>
<td>22^{+80}_{-58}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresonant background</td>
<td>34^{+110}_{-280}</td>
<td>95^{+620}_{-420}</td>
<td>12^{+870}_{-190}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>55,496</td>
<td>95,802</td>
<td>13,139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE V. Expected and observed results for the Higgs boson production rate, for both inclusive production and VBF production only, relative to the Standard Model prediction. Where the results are reported by channel, the fit is performed with that channel only. The limits shown refer to 95% C.L. upper limits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Inclusive production</th>
<th>VBF production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-hadronic</td>
<td>Photon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected significance</td>
<td>0.5σ</td>
<td>0.6σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed significance</td>
<td>1.4σ</td>
<td>1.3σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected limit on signal strength</td>
<td>4.1 ±1.9</td>
<td>3.4 ±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed limit on signal strength</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected signal strength</td>
<td>1.0 ±1.9</td>
<td>1.0 ±1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed signal strength</td>
<td>2.7 ±2.2</td>
<td>2.3 ±1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. Uncertainties and their effects on the Higgs boson signal strength in the combined fit for both the inclusive production ($\mu_H$) and VBF-only production ($\mu_{VBF}$). The combined fit includes all signal regions for the all-hadronic channels and photon channel. Uncertainties are grouped into statistical and systematic uncertainties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>$\sigma(\mu_H)$</th>
<th>$\sigma(\mu_{VBF})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total statistical uncertainty</td>
<td>+1.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td>+1.6 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data statistical uncertainty</td>
<td>+0.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>+0.9 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonresonant background</td>
<td>+1.0 ± 1.0</td>
<td>+1.2 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z + jets normalization</td>
<td>+0.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>+0.5 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total systematic uncertainty</td>
<td>+0.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>+0.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgs boson modeling</td>
<td>+0.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>+0.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JES/JER</td>
<td>+0.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>+0.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$b$-tagging (including trigger)</td>
<td>+0.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>+0.2 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other experimental uncertainty</td>
<td>+0.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>+0.4 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>+1.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>+1.7 ± 1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

inclusive and VBF channels. The likelihood fit results for the Higgs boson normalization are shown in Table V, both for the individual channels and for the combined fits. The results are consistent with Standard Model expectations within the uncertainties. A summary of the data statistical uncertainty on the Higgs signal strength is derived by fixing all nuisance parameters to their best-fit values and taking the differences between the central value and the 1σ interval for the measured Higgs signal strength. The effect from nonresonant background parameters is then derived as the difference in quadrature between the uncertainty effects on the Higgs signal strength derived by floating and fixing the corresponding nuisance parameters. A similar procedure is performed to calculate the impact of the other uncertainties. The total uncertainty is dominated by statistical uncertainties, with important contributions from the determination of the nonresonant background parameters and Z normalization due to the weak constraining power of the low $m_{bb}$ sideband. The experimental systematic uncertainties, as defined in Sec. VIII A, also contribute significantly to the total uncertainty. Of these, the leading uncertainties are due to the JES and JER uncertainties, followed by $b$-tagging uncertainties. The spurious signal contributes an uncertainty of less than 0.1 for both the individual and combined signal extractions.

The results for the extraction of $\mu_H$ and $\mu_{VBF}$ are also shown in Table V and displayed in Fig. 6. The observed significances and signal strengths are higher than the expected significances for all channels. The observed significances of both the inclusive and VBF-only production are 1.9σ, compared with 0.8σ expected for the

FIG. 6. Summary of the all-hadronic, photon, and combined results for the fitted signal strength parameters $\mu_H$ (left) and $\mu_{VBF}$ (right). The inner error bars show the statistical uncertainties. The outer error bars show the total uncertainties.
inclusive production and 0.7σ expected for the VBF production. The observed signal strength, $\mu_H$, is $2.5^{+1.4}_{-1.3}$ for inclusive production, as compared with $1.0 \pm 1.2$ expected. For VBF production, $\mu_{VBF}$ is observed to be $3.0^{+1.7}_{-1.6}$, which can be compared with an expectation of $1 \pm 1.5$.

**X. CONCLUSIONS**

A search is presented for the Standard Model Higgs bosons produced through vector-boson fusion and decaying into $b\bar{b}$ using three distinct event signatures including production with an associated photon. The results use up to 30.6 fb$^{-1}$ of LHC $pp$ data at $\sqrt{s} = 13$ TeV collected with the ATLAS detector. The combined observed (expected) 95% C.L. upper limits on the Higgs boson production cross section times branching ratio are $4.8 (2.5^{+1.0}_{-0.7})$ times the Standard Model expectation for inclusive production, and $5.9 (3.0^{+1.3}_{-0.8})$ times the Standard Model expectation for VBF production. The measured Higgs boson signal strength relative to the Standard Model prediction $\mu_H$ for the three channels combined is $2.5^{+1.4}_{-1.3}$. The combined VBF-only signal strength $\mu_{VBF}$ is $3.0^{+1.7}_{-1.6}$.
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